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Anion arrangement and H⁻ conductivity in layered perovskite-type oxyhydrides 

Ba2MHO3 (M = Sc, Y) 

 

Hydride ion is an emerging charge carrier with exciting properties such as 

monovalence, suitable size, and large polarizability. The interest in hydride ion (H–) 

conducting materials has reawakened since Kobayashi et.al. realized pure hydride ion 

conductivity in La2-x-ySrx+yLiH1-x+yO3-y (LSLHO) family of oxyhydrides[1]. The 

phenomenon established layered perovskites as potential ionic framework with flexible 

cationic and anionic sublattices which can be tuned to optimize ion conducting 

properties. The anionic arrangement in these oxyhydrides follow Pauling’s electrostatic 

valence rule according to which highly charged anion is surrounded by highly charged 

cations resulting in preferential occupation of hydride ions at the equatorial site. As the 

fast O2– conduction via apical sites in isostructural oxides Ln2NiO4+δ, is already 

known[2,3], the 1st phase of the project was focused to exploit the electrostatic valence 

rule to synthesize oxyhydrides with preferred anionic arrangement. 

In addition, materials design with anion sublattices having preferred occupation 

is crucial for fast hydride ion conduction, since less mobile oxide ions inhibit hydride 

conduction. Nevertheless, the “immobile” ions facilitate the conduction process by 

forming the crystal frameworks with suitable diffusion pathways for conduction of the 

mobile ions. Compared to anionic conductors which are single-anion systems, this 

phenomenon is prevalent in some cationic conductors with multiple cations such as 

NASICON[4] and LGPS[5]. In the second phase of the project we further explored 

oxyhydrides as anion conductors to study the effect of mobile H⁻ and immobile O2⁻ ions 

towards design of anionic sublattices and eventually ion conduction properties. 

The new Sc based oxyhydride Ba2ScHO3[6] reported in this work adopted a 

K2NiF4-type structure with preferred apical H– ions. As a result of placement of a highly 

charged Sc+3 ion at B site, the ionic arrangement altered and hydride ion preferentially 

occupied the apical position, enabling the ionic conduction through the rock salt layer. 

Ba2ScHO3 exhibited superior H– ion conductivity to that of an ideal perovskite 

BaScO2H. First principal calculations regarding point defect formation and conduction 

mechanism revealed hydride ions as predominant charge carriers. The Sc based 

oxyhydride showed a superior H– ion conductivity to that of an ideal perovskite 

BaScO2H. The as shown non-dependence of conductivity on H2/Ar towards EIS 

measurement revealed absence of any electronic conduction. In comparison to 

La2LiHO3 with similar carrier concentration, the conductivity of the two oxyhydrides 



despite different conduction pathways was not much different. This could be due to the 

co-occupancy of larger immobile O2– ions at the same sites which partially impeded the 

conduction path way.  

 

 
Figure 1 (a) Crystal structures of (a) La2LiHO3, (b) Ba2ScHO3 and (c) Ba2YHO3 

showing different anionic arrangements (b) Arrhenius plot of ionic conductivities of 

Ba2YHO3 in comparison with La2LiHO3, LaSrLiH2O2 and Ba2ScHO3 

 

The Y based oxyhydride Ba2YHO3, also adopted a K2NiF4-type structure but 

with complete H–/O2– anion ordering to form [Ba2H2] rock-salt layers. Such a hydride 

ion ordering lowered the symmetry of Ba2YHO3 to P4/nmm as compared to its Sc 

analogue which crystallized in high symmetry I4/mmm space group as indicated by the 

structural analysis by both SXRD and ND data. First principles calculations also 

outlined the higher stability of the structure with complete ordering as compared to 

other metastable structures. The H− conductivity sought a reasonable improvement in 

comparison to both La2LiHO3 and Ba2ScHO3 which have [LiHO] and [Ba2HO] diffusion 

layers respectively. The higher observed conductivity, compared with those in related 

compounds (Fig. 1b) suggested the potential of rock-salt layers for H⁻ diffusion even 

in compositions with relatively low hydrogen content.  

Layered oxyhydride are composed of alternate stacks of perovskite and rock salt 

layers where both layers are capable of ionic diffusion separately. Previously in LSLHO 

oxyhydrides, the conduction occurred dominantly through perovskite layers as indicated 

by the theoretical calculations. Current study of rock salt ordered Sc and Y based 

oxyhydrides helped to validate the idea of tuning the site selectivity of H⁻ according to 

the electrostatic valence rule and potential of rock salt layers in order to design the H⁻ 

diffusion pathway in layered oxyhydrides. The study revealed that within the rock salt 

layers, anion order/disorder plays a crucial role for smooth hydride ions diffusion. The 

anion disorder at apical sites in Ba2ScHO3 prevented the facile diffusion of hydride ions 



through Ba2HO rock salt layers. Consideration of larger Y cation at B site with tolerance 

factor further away from unity helped to form a K2NiF4-type structure with lowered 

symmetry resulting in a complete rock salt ordering to form hydride rich Ba2H2 layers. 

As a result, the hydride ion conductivity of Ba2YHO3 enhanced five times as compared 

to its predecessor Ba2ScHO3. The Sc and Y based layers oxyhydride based compositions 

can be fine-tuned by introduction of vacancies or the addition of hydrogen into the 

interstitial sites within the layer to further optimize the conductivity.  
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